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Current interferometric gravitational-wave detectors are limited by quantum noise over a wide range of
their measurement bandwidth. One method to overcome the quantum limit is the injection of squeezed
vacuum states of light into the interferometer’s dark port. Here, we report on the successful application of
this quantum technology to improve the shot noise limited sensitivity of the Advanced Virgo gravitational-
wave detector. A sensitivity enhancement of up to 3.2 0.1 dB beyond the shot noise limit is achieved.
This nonclassical improvement corresponds to a 5%–8% increase of the binary neutron star horizon. The
squeezing injection was fully automated and over the first 5 months of the third joint LIGO-Virgo
observation run O3 squeezing was applied for more than 99% of the science time. During this period
several gravitational-wave candidates have been recorded.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.231108
I. INTRODUCTION
The current operating ground-based gravitational-wave
(GW) detectors, namely Advanced LIGO [1], Advanced
Virgo [2], and GEO600 [3], are based on kilometer-scale
Michelson-type laser interferometers. The advanced
observatories are among the most sensitive instruments
nowadays and can achieve strain sensitivities at a level
around 10−23=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Hz
p
in the audio band. Because of their
effective decoupling from environmental and technical
noise sources, these detectors are limited in their sensitivity
at most frequencies by quantum noise, which arises from
the quantum nature of light and is driven by vacuum
fluctuations of the optical field entering from the dark port
of the interferometer. Quantum light fluctuations affect the
Advanced Virgo detector via two uncorrelated mechanisms:
the radiation pressure noise that is directly proportional to the
optical power impinging on the test masses and inversely
proportional to the square of the Fourier frequency, and the
shot noise that is inversely proportional to the operating
optical power. The fact that quantum shot noise and quantum
radiation-pressure noise have an inverse dependence on
power and that the underlying vacuum fluctuations of phase
and amplitude are uncorrelated gives rise to a so-called
standard quantum limit (SQL) for continuous high-precision
interferometric measurements [4,5].
A key technology to improve the GW detector sensitivity
beyond this quantum noise limit is the injection of squeezed
vacuum states of light into the dark port of the interfer-
ometer [6]. Since up to now the quantum radiation pressure
noise is just below the residual technical noise sources at
low GW detection frequencies, a broadband sensitivity
improvement can be achieved by reducing the shot noise
contribution via a moderate injection of frequency-
independent squeezed vacuum states, whose fluctuations
are reduced in the quadrature of the light aligned with the
gravitational-wave signal. In this case, the effect of squeez-
ing injection is equivalent to an increase of the circulating
optical power in the detector, without the drawback of an
increase of the thermal effects inside the interferometer
optics due to their residual absorption and consequent
thermal aberrations [7]. In general the amount of quantum
noise reduction due to the squeezing technology is limited
by optical loss and phase noise [8,9]. Since the first
observation of squeezed light in 1985 [10], squeezed light
sources have constantly been improved, recently reaching a
squeeze factor of up to 14 dB available for the injection into
a GW detector [11]. The GEO600 detector, where squeez-
ing enhancement is routinely employed since 2010 [12,13],
has recently demonstrated a quantum noise reduction of
6 dB [14,15]. About 2 dB quantum noise reduction has
been also demonstrated in a proof-of-principle experiment
in the initial LIGO detector [16]. Finally, during the
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current scientific run, the LIGO detector is operating
in a stable and continuos way with up to 3 dB of squeezing
[17].
Here, we report on the demonstration of a substantial and
continuous reduction of the quantum shot noise in the
Advanced Virgo detector via the injection of squeezed
vacuum states of light. Squeezed states are generated on
an external optical bench and subsequently injected into
the interferometer. A quantum enhancement of up to
3.2 0.1 dB was measured at frequencies between
100 Hz and 3.2 kHz. The implementation of the squeezing
technique was part of the Advanced Virgo upgrade program
and has been operated with a 99% duty cycle of the
recorded science data during the ongoing third joint LIGO-
Virgo observation run O3.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows a simplified optical layout of the
Advanced Virgo (AdV) detector and the squeezed light
generation. Advanced Virgo is a power-recycled Michelson
interferometer with 3 km long Fabry-Perot cavities in the
two orthogonal arms. The input beam, generated from a
continuous wave laser source at a wavelength of 1064 nm,
has an optical power of 18 W and passes through a mode
cleaning ring cavity for modal and frequency filtering
before entering the interferometer. The circulating optical
power is enhanced by a power recycling cavity, which is
about 12 m long and is formed by placing an additional
partially reflecting mirror (power recycling mirror) between
the laser and the Fabry-Perot Michelson interferoemter. The
gravitational-wave signal is sensed at the antisymmetric
FIG. 1. Simplified layout of the quantum enhanced Advanced Virgo gravitational-wave detector. The Advanced Virgo detector is a
power recycledMichelson interferometer using 3 km long Fabry-Perot cavities in the arms. Before being injected into the interferometer,
the high power (18 W) input laser beam passes through a 143 m long triangular mode cleaner cavity. After the recombination at the
central beam splitter, a fraction of the carrier light copropagates with the signal field to be used for a dc readout scheme. This output field
is spatially filtered by an output mode cleaning stage and divided into two beams before detection. The sum of the two photo detectors is
used to derive the gravitational-wave signal hðtÞ. All the interferometer optics as well as the injection and the detection benches are
suspended and operated in vacuum. Squeezed vacuum states of light are prepared externally on an optical bench (blue box). This in-air
bench hosts the squeezed light source (yellow box), the reflective mode matching telescope, the Faraday isolators, and alignment
steering mirrors. The bench is covered with an enclosure to protect the optics against acoustic noise and air turbulence and is passively
suspended by means of elastomer attenuators. More sophisticated suspension stages are not required as below ∼30 Hz the squeezer
backscattered light effect is dominated by the up-conversion of the low frequency (∼0.15 Hz) microseismic peak [18,19]. Finally, the
squeezed beam is injected into the interferometer vacuum system through an antireflectively coated viewport. The path between the
acoustic enclosure and this optical window is shielded by a tube from air turbulence.
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port of the interferometer using a dc readout technique [20]
after filtering by two cascaded, monolithic bow-tie optical
cavities called output mode cleaners [21]. The light trans-
mitted through these output mode cleaners (OMCs) is
detected on a pair of photodiodes placed in the output ports
of a 50% beam splitter. The photo diode signals are
digitally sampled from dc up to ∼400 MHz. The interfer-
ometer strain readout is derived from the sum of the signals
in the audio band, while digital demodulation of rf side-
bands provides several control signals. Furthermore, the
use of two detectors allows one to identify possible
technical noise sources through correlation measurements
[22]. To isolate the readout system from environmental
noise sources, the output mode matching optics, the OMCs,
and the photo detectors for GW sensing are also suspended
within the vacuum system. A more detailed description of
the AdV detector can be found in [23].
An in-air optical table located close to the vacuum
chambers containing the readout system hosts the squeezed
light source itself and the optics required to inject the
squeezed light beam into the dark port of the interferometer.
The squeezed light source (yellow box in Fig. 1) is a stand-
alone system constructed on a 1 m2 breadboard. The
squeezer main laser is locked to the frequency of the
Virgo detector’s high power laser system with an external
phase locked loop (PLL). The squeezer auxiliary laser is
7MHz frequency offset locked to the main squeezer laser via
an internal PLL. Both squeezer lasers are single-frequency,
continuous-wave nonplanar ring oscillators. A fraction of the
squeezer main laser is sent into a second-harmonic generator
(SHG) to provide a 532 nm pump field to drive an optical
parametric amplifier (OPA). An electronically controlled,
compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer is inserted in the
green path for pump power stabilization and power control
for adjustment of the parametric amplification factor inside
the OPA. A detailed description of the SHG and the
electronic controls can be found in [11]. The OPA is realized
as a linear, doubly resonant cavity consisting of a piezo-
actuated coupling mirror and a periodically poled potassium
titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal. To simultaneously ensure
phase matching and coresonance of both wavelengths, the
nonlinear crystal is temperature stabilized to mK precision.
The cavity length is controlled via a Pound-Drever-Hall
locking scheme sensing a fraction of the green pump field
reflected off the OPA. The generated infrared squeezed
vacuum field exiting the OPA is separated from the green
pump field via a dichroic mirror. A Faraday isolator on the
squeezer breadboard serves as a first isolation stage to
protect the OPA from back-reflected light which is known
to introduce excess noise at audio-band Fourier frequencies
due to parasitic interferences [24–26]. The frequency shifted
auxiliary laser field is used to generate a coherent control
field [27]. This dim field (approximately 1 μW) copropa-
gates with the squeezed vacuum field and is used to control
both the OPA pump phase and the squeezing phase.
A catoptric telescope close to the squeezer breadboard is
used to modematch the squeezer output to the interferometer
readout mode. The telescope is made of two off-axis
spherical mirrors in order to compensate for residual
astigmatism in the interferometer beam. Fine-tuning of the
beam waist size and position is possible via micrometer
stages on which the telescope mirrors are mounted.
A triplet of low-loss Faraday isolators, with more than
40 dB isolation and less than 1% single-pass loss each [28],
serves as another high performance optical diode to suppress
backscattering from light leaking out of the interferometer
[18,29]. A pair of piezo-actuated tip-tilt steering mirrors with
a separation of ∼1 m is used for initial tuning and serves as
the actuator for automatic alignment of the squeezed light
into the interferometer. The beam enters the vacuum system
hosting the suspended detection benches through a wedged
optical window and is injected into the interferometer
through the output Brewster polarizer of a Faraday isolator,
similar to the ones on the external table.
III. AUTOMATION AND CONTROLS
The automation and control of squeezed light injection is
managed by a finite state machine based on the Metatron
environment [30]. The engagement of the entire squeezing
subsystem includes the remote control of the two PLLs, the
squeezed light source, the coherent control loop, and the
squeezing automatic alignment (AA). All these control
loops are closed in parallel to the interferometer lock
acquisition sequence, except for the coherent control loop,
which is closed about 15–30 seconds after the interferom-
eter has acquired complete lock.
A. Phase-locked loops
The frequency of the squeezer main laser is synchronized
to the carrier frequency of the Advanced Virgo laser by the
external PLL. For this a pick-off from the high power laser
is 80 MHz frequency shifted with an acousto-optic modu-
lator (AOM) and sent through a 54 m long polarization
maintaining optical fiber onto the in-air bench. The
frequency offset of the external PLL is controlled to exactly
compensate the 80 MHz frequency shift. The PLL between
the two squeezer lasers (internal PLL) is operated with a
7 MHz frequency offset. Both loops use feedback to the
lasers’ frequency actuators with a control bandwidth of
40–45 kHz.
B. Squeezed light source
The squeezed light source locking sequence is initiated
after the PLLs have acquired lock. The Metatron remote
controls four analog control loops, which are used to
stabilize the SHG and OPA cavity lengths, the working
point of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and the phase of
the green OPA pump field. The bandwidth of these locking
loops is about 10 kHz.
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C. Coherent control loop
The squeezing ellipse angle θ is directly related to the
phase ϕcc of the 7 MHz coherent control field [27]. Thus the
value of θ can be stabilized by keeping ϕcc constant in time.
The interference of the interferometer carrier field with the
coherent control field generates beat notes at7 MHz on the
detection photodiodes. The signal of one photodiode is
digitally demodulated to infer the value of ϕcc. The derived
correction signal is converted into an analog feedback for
actuating on the frequency modulation input of the rf
generator employed for the external 80 MHz PLL. The
bandwidth of this control loop is about 5.5 kHz. The
working point of the loop is stabilized against low frequency
drifts using a variant of the method described in Ref. [13]. In
our case a dither line at 2.8 kHz is superimposed to the
coherent control loop correction signal producing a signal at
the same frequency in the demodulated amplitude of the
7 MHz beat note. It can be shown that the amplitude of this
signal is directly linked to the angle of the squeezing ellipse
and therefore can be used as an error signal for the
stabilization of the working point of the coherent control
loop. To monitor residual phase noise, the second detection
photo diode can be used as an out-of-loop sensor.
D. Automatic alignment
Relative misalignment between the squeezed light beam
and the interferometer will reduce the effective squeezing
level by inducing either optical losses (because of the
reduced overlap of the squeezed field with the OMC and
arm cavities) and phase noise, because of lock-point errors
in the phase control [31]. The effect on phase noise is
largely suppressed in our case by placing the phase
control photo diode downstream of the OMC [32], and
the dominant mechanism of squeezing degradation is
through optical losses. A misalignment or displacement
of the squeezed light beam in between the OPA and the
asymmetric port of the interferometer reduces the power in
the TEM00 mode and it is equivalent to a loss L [31]:
L ≃

θ˜xω0π
λ

2
þ

Δ˜x
ω0

2
; ð1Þ
where ω0 is the radius of beam waist (∼1 mm after the
mode-matching telescope on the in-air bench), and θ˜x and
Δ˜x are the rms values for the fluctuations in beam angle and
displacement, respectively. The major contribution to align-
ment noise is from residual motion of the suspended
detection bench hosting the telescope for mode matching
between interferometer and OMC. This telescope has an
angular magnification ∼20 to match the large waist in the
3 km arm cavities with the small waist in the OMC. The
residual angular motion of the suspended bench has an
amplitude ∼1 μrad around 0.5 Hz and therefore converts
into ∼20 μrad misalignment of the squeezed light beam.
Long-term angular drifts of the suspended bench amount to
several μrad and would produce comparably larger mis-
alignment of the squeezed light beam. We apply a dual-
stage control to correct for angular misalignment by acting
on the tip-tilt actuated steering mirrors on the in-air bench.
A spurious polarization component of the beam reaching
the detection bench from the interferometer side, represent-
ing a fraction∼10−4 of the optical power, is reflected off the
Faraday isolator towards the external squeezing bench. We
detect that beam, after another reflection from a Faraday
isolator on the in-air bench, with image sensors in near and
far field configurations, respectively. The signals of these
two sensors provide control signals to correct for misalign-
ment which originates from detection bench motion. Such
control signals have large dynamic range and allow us to
track alignment changes even when squeezed light is not
injected, i.e., during lock acquisition or commissioning of
the interferometer. However, these signals do not provide
information on a possible misalignment originating from
the in-air bench. For a more accurate alignment sensing
we directly probe the coupling of the squeezed light on the
OMC. For this we apply small angular dithers to the
squeezed light beam at four different frequencies below
20 Hz with the two steering mirrors along orthogonal axes.
Demodulation of the beat note between the interferometer
carrier and the coherent control field on the detection
photodiodes at the dither frequencies yields alignment error
signals to control the steering mirrors.
IV. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
Since the beginning of the O3 observation run, which
started in April 2019, the Advanced Virgo detector sensi-
tivity has routinely been improved via the injection of
squeezed vacuum states of light. Measurements of spectral
strain sensitivities demonstrating the effect of the squeezed
light injection into the interferometer are shown in Fig. 2.
The black trace illustrates a reference measurement, which
is obtained when the interferometer is operated without
squeezing. The squeezed light source is set to produce a
squeezing level of approximately 10 dB. By the injection
of the squeezed vacuum field and proper tuning of the
squeezing phase, a nonclassical strain sensitivity improve-
ment of up to 3.2 0.1 dB can be observed (red trace).
Shifting the squeezing phase by 90° via the coherent control
loop yields a measurement of the antisqueezing level,
shown as the upper (blue) trace in Fig. 2. The antisqueezed
interferometer strain sensitivity corresponds to an 8.5
0.1 dB increase in shot noise. Since only quantum noise can
be manipulated by squeezing, any underlying nonquantum
noise influences the level of the measured improvement. By
subtracting the known technical noise in the Advanced
Virgo detector (equivalent to St ¼ 0, see below) from both
shot noise and squeezed noise measurements we infer a
corresponding squeezing level of 3.8 0.1 dB.
The duty cycle of squeezed light injection during the first
5 months of the O3 science run, i.e., the fraction of science
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data acquired with squeezing enhanced detector sensitivity,
is higher than 99%. For routine operation during the science
run, the injected squeezing level has been reduced tomitigate
an enhanced radiation pressure effect due to the associated
antisqueezing, which can be relevant at frequencies below
50 Hz [33]. Figure 3 shows the shot noise reduction
measured over the period from April to September 2019.
The sensitivity gain is measured as the ratio of high-
frequency spectral strain sensitivity with and without
squeezed light injection. However, during science runs, data
without injected squeezing can only be acquired at the cost
of a reduced performance of the GW observing network.
Such data are thus only available for very short times during
commissioning or calibration intervals. Slow fluctuations of
the spectral strain sensitivity at high frequencies can be due
to different reasons: changes in the amplitude of technical
noise terms, changes in the shot noise level, or fluctuations in
the effective squeezing level. In order to estimate the
effective squeezing level, we determine the changes in shot
noise level from the optical gain of the interferometer arm
cavities, after an off-line calibration. Using available data
without injected squeezing, we verified with a precision of
5% that the shot noise scales inversely with the optical gain,
which is continuously measured using a permanent dither on
arm cavity mirrors. The performance of the squeezing
enhancement is dominated by instabilities of the interfer-
ometer, that lead to additional, nonstationary technical and
optical loss contributions which so far cannot be compen-
sated by control loops. The third month of data (marked in
red in Fig. 3) corresponds to a period with stable conditions
and as a result a rather constant shot noise reduction of
2.8 0.3 dB could be achieved.
A set of measurements of squeezed and antisqueezed
sensitivities (such as Fig. 2) for different amounts of
injected squeezing can be used to characterize the perfor-
mance and limitations of the quantum noise reduction.
Neglecting the radiation pressure contribution, the noise
power spectral density Sp of a quantum enhanced detector
takes the form [34]
Sp ¼ St þ Ssn

1 − 4ηx
 hcos2θi
ð1þ xÞ2 −
hsin2θi
ð1 − xÞ2

; ð2Þ
where Ssn is the detector shot noise, St contains the non-
quantum noise contributions, η is the squeezed beam optical
path efficiency in terms of optical loss, θ is the rotation angle
of the squeezing ellipse, and x is the OPA nonlinear factor,
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FIG. 3. Long-term performance of the shot noise reduction
during the first 5 months of the O3 science run (1 April to 9
September 2019). Values are derived from the band limited rms
strain sensitivity between 2650 and 3140 Hz. The reference shot
noise level in the absence of squeezing is calculated from the
optical gain of the arm cavities (see text). Each point corresponds
to an average over 100 s time. Data in red correspond to the time
interval between 5 June and 8 July 2019. Data gaps are due to
nonscience mode periods of the interferometer. Right: histogram
of the collected data with bin width 0.036 dB.
FIG. 2. Measured spectral strain sensitivity of the Advanced Virgo detector in different conditions of squeezed light injection. The
black trace corresponds to the reference sensitivity in the absence of squeezed light. The measured sensitivity with squeezing or
antisqueezing are shown as the red and blue traces, respectively. Our analysis yields a detected squeezing level of 3.2 0.1 dB with the
corresponding antisqueezing of 8.5 0.1 dB, normalized to the reference at 2.8 kHz. For this set of measurements, the injected
squeezing level was about 10 dB.
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which determines the level of produced squeezing. In general
the angle of the squeezing ellipse θ (where θ ¼ 0 and
θ ¼ π=2 correspond to squeezing and antisqueezing, respec-
tively) can fluctuate around a mean value θ0 with a residual
noise variance θ2rms. In this case the average operator himixes
the two terms in square brackets in Eq. (2) and as a
consequence the potential sensitivity enhancement will be
impaired by a fraction θ2rms of antisqueezing. The effect of
technical noise on the squeezing level is similar to having
additional optical losses, and we can define an equivalent
technical noise efficiency ηtec ¼ Ssn=ðSsn þ StÞ. The analy-
sis of a series of measurements performed with different
OPA-parametric amplification factors x yields an overall
efficiency ηtot ¼ ηηtec ¼ 59 2% and a residual phase noise
θrms ¼ 45 40 mrad. As stated in Eq. (2) the effective
squeezed light sensitivity enhancement depends on the
interplay of the technical noise St, the optical losses, and
the squeezing phase noise θrms. Here, the main contributions
are discussed in the following subsections.
A. Technical noise
The electronic dark noise of the detection photodiodes is
a relevant source of technical noise at high frequencies.
With the current setup the dark noise clearance with respect
to the shot noise is about 13 dB. Additional contributions
stem from residual laser frequency noise, fringe contrast
defect, and amplitude noise of residual rf control sidebands.
The laser frequency noise can couple into the output signal
because asymmetries in the interferometer limit the
common mode rejection factor. This contribution is
reduced with an on-line subtraction by measuring the
residual frequency noise from one of the interferometer
control error signals and correcting the strain data after
proper calibration. However, the efficiency of this fre-
quency noise subtraction varies over time. The nonperfect
fringe contrast contributes about 4% of the detected dc
signal. Thus, the corresponding shot noise contribution
cannot be affected by squeezing. Finally, about 0.4% of
detected light is due to rf control sidebands leaking through
the OMC, whose amplitude fluctuations contribute to
technical noise. Considering all these contributions, the
technical noise level is 9 dB below the unsqueezed shot
noise Ssn at 3 kHz. However, the actual amount of technical
noise changes with time depending on the interferometer
configuration.
B. Optical losses
Independent measurements were conducted to derive the
optical loss budget. While some numbers can be measured
with low uncertainty others are somewhat more difficult
to access. The main sources of optical loss are listed in
Table I, which also includes the equivalent technical noise
efficiency ηtec. The overall optical losses 1 − ηtot add up
to 32%–41%. We attribute the main uncertainties to non-
stationary contributions of the technical noise and the
mode-matching of the interferometer to the OMC. The
latter is only experimentally measurable in the so-called
“cold state” of the interferometer and thermal aberrations
due to the interferometer being operated at full power
(“hot state”) can substantially change it.
C. Squeezing phase noise
The residual phase noise can be analyzed with the
second detection photo diode as an out-of-loop sensor.
With the current setup this allows for measurements with a
bandwidth from dc − 25 kHz. After the engagement of the
coherent control loop, the measured residual phase noise is
approximately 20 5 mrad rms. However, contributions at
higher frequencies are not accessible with this measure-
ment. About 8 mrad rms additional phase noise is expected
from the interferometer control sidebands at 8 and 56 MHz,
which are partially transmitted by the OMCs [34]. Potential
contributions of higher order modes to the phase noise
budget are still under investigation. The above consider-
ations show that most of the contributions to the optical loss
and phase noise budget are understood while some con-
tributions with their large uncertainties call for further
analysis after the joint science run has ended.
V. CONCLUSION
The squeezing technology was successfully imple-
mented in the Advanced Virgo detector and commissioned
to enhance the detection sensitivity of the third joint LIGO-
Virgo observation run O3. Squeezed vacuum states of light
are prepared on an external optical bench operated in
air and are injected into the dark port of the Advanced
Virgo interferometer. A shot noise reduction of up to
3.2 0.1 dB has been observed. The limiting factors have
been analyzed and most are well understood. The findings
presented here will be the basis for defining strategies to
TABLE I. Estimated optical loss budget for the squeezing.
Loss source Loss (%)
OPA escape efficiency 1.0–1.5
Squeezed light source Faraday isolator 1.6–2.0
Triple Faraday isolator on in-air bench 2.5–3.0
Other optics on in-air bench 0.5–1.5
Alignment jitter 0.5–1.5
Mode mismatch to the interferometer 3.0–5.0
Interferometer arm cavities 3.0–5.0
Other interferometer optics 2.0–6.0
Faraday isolator on detection bench (double-pass) 1.5–2.5
Mode mismatch to OMC 1.0–8.0
OMC intra-cavity losses 1.5–2.5
OMC1 to OMC2 mismatch 2.0–3.0
Detection control pick-off 1.3–1.7
Efficiency of detection photodiodes 0.7–1.3
Technical noise equivalents (1 − ηtec) 7.0–15.0
Total 32−41
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mitigate current limitations and move forward to an even
more efficient quantum noise reduction. Via a reduction of
technical noise contributions, the development of advanced
mode matching strategies, and the implementation of a
filter cavity which allows for a higher level of injected
squeezing without disturbing the low frequencies (fre-
quency-dependent squeezing), a broadband quantum noise
reduction of 4–6 dB seems feasible with current technol-
ogy. The squeezing injection was fully integrated and
automatized to enable routine operation during the science
run O3. Over the first 5 months, a duty cycle of more than
99%was achieved. During this period several gravitational-
wave candidates were observed [35,36]. In terms of overall
detector sensitivity, typically characterized by the binary
neutron star horizon, the squeezing injection leads to a
5%–8% improvement, which corresponds to 16%–26%
increase of detection rate. The demonstrated improvement
of the Advanced Virgo detector via the application of
squeezed states of light underlines the importance of this
quantum technology for ground-based gravitational-wave
astronomy to further extend the observable volume of the
Universe.
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